
The Life Cycle of a Glass Bottle  
 

RAW MATERIALS: Raw materials come from the earth. They are substances that are used to manufacture a product. It 

takes energy of both humans and machinery to gather or mine raw materials for products. This may include cutting 

down trees to make paper or mining sand to make glass for a glass bottle.  

 

Glass is a mixture of three main raw materials: silica sand, soda ash, and 

limestone. Energy to mine, gather, or collect the raw materials are inputs 

of this stage. These materials are mined from earth’s surface. Recycling a 

product is one way to reduce the amount of new raw materials taken 

from the earth to produce new products.  

 

MANUFACTURING: In the manufacturing stage a product or material is created. Raw materials and energy are inputs. To 

manufacture glass for a glass bottle the three main raw materials, silica sand, soda ash, and limestone, are heated to 

approximately 1500 ⁰C (2700 ⁰F) to make a liquid mixture. The molten mixture is then poured into a mold where it cools 

and becomes solid. Once cooled, the bottle is prepared for use. It is cleaned and, if necessary, a label is printed on it. 

Then it can be filled and used to hold a drink. The main product of this step is the glass bottle. Other products include 

the waste-water used to cool the glass, and other wastes that are a result of the manufacturing process.  

 

USEFUL LIFE: During its useful life, the product is used for its intended purpose, or, perhaps, an unintended purpose. 

Products that are designed for more durable materials will have a longer useful life, reducing the overall energy and 

resources needed to replace them. 

 

END OF LIFE: When a product is no longer useful, it is in its end-of-life stage. 

This is when it is thrown away. There are several end-of-life options for glass 

bottles. One is to sort discarded glass by color and clean and crush each color 

of glass separately since each is made by adding slightly different material 

when the glass is made. The different pieces of glass can then be melted and 

reused to manufacture other glass products of the same color, such as 

brown jars or green bottles. An advantage of recycling glass is that 

manufactured glass melts at a lower temperature than the raw materials. 

This can save energy in the next round of manufacturing. 

 

 Finding ways to reuse a product extends its life and can reduce the need to make 

more products.  
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Glass bottles at a recycling plant. 



The Life Cycle of an Aluminum Can 
 

RAW MATERIALS: Pure aluminum metal does not occur on the earth’s surface. However, compounds that include 

aluminum are abundant. Aluminum-containing compounds are most easily mined from the earth’s surface in a type of 

rock called bauxite.  

 

Bauxite is ground up and mixed with a hot solution of sodium phosphate. This reaction 

changes the minerals chemically. Next they are exposed to an electrical current, which 

chemically changes the compounds into liquid aluminum metal. When the liquid is 

cooled it is molded into bards of solid aluminum. The process to this point is expensive 

and uses a large amount of energy. By the early 1900s, manufacturers realized that is 

much cheaper to use recycled aluminum than to extract and process aluminum from 

bauxite.  

 

 

MANUFACTURING: To produce aluminum cans, aluminum bars are transported 

to factories. There they are flattened and rolled into thin sheets. The sheets are 

pressed into cans.  

 

USEFUL LIFE: The useful life of an aluminum can starts when it is labeled, filled 

and sealed, and shipped to a store.  

 

END OF LIFE: Once it is empty, the can is no longer useful, and the end-of-life 

stage begins. It might be recycled or tossed into a trash can to end up in a landfill. 

If recycled, the metal is crushed and melted to produce sheets of aluminum that can be used for new cans.  
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Aluminum is isolated from bauxite, an 

ore shown in this photograph. 

Aluminum sheets are cut and formed 

into cans at a factory. 



The Life Cycle of a Plastic Bottle 

 
RAW MATERIALS: Plastics are commonly made of hydrogen and carbon compounds called hydrocarbons. Petroleum and 

crude oil are the raw materials most frequently used to produce them. Oil or gas is pumped from the ground and 

transported to a processing factory. 

 

Before oil can be used it is heated to temperatures greater than 980 ⁰C (1800 ⁰F). 

This heating causes large molecules in the oil to break apart chemically or “crack” 

into smaller molecules. Specific types of these smaller molecules are combined with 

other chemicals, including some for color. At this stage the plastic is a hot liquid. 

The liquid is cooled to form pellets of plastic, each smaller than a marble. 

 

Materials engineers are inventing ways to make plastics out of non-petroleum-

based materials such as plant-derived materials. Drink containers may someday be made out of plant-based plastics.  

 

MANUFACTURING: Next, machinery physically changes the pellets as it melts them and shapes them into plastic rods. 

The rods are placed into a mold and formed into bottles.  

 

Once they bottles are filled, labeled, and packaged, they are shipped to stores to enter the useful-life portion of the life 

cycle. 

 

END OF LIFE: When a plastic bottle has reached the end-of-life stage, one of several things occurs. The plastic may be 

put into a landfill where it will last for hundreds of years. Some plastic materials can also be found in the ocean where it 

circulates with the currents. Or, the plastic bottles will be sorted (the number in the recycling symbol on the bottom of a 

bottle indicates its type of plastic). The sorted bottles are cleaned and shredded. 

The shreds can be reused, but only to make other products. For example, the 

plastic from water bottles can be recycled to make polar fleece materials for 

vests and jackets. It cannot be melted to a temperature that will allow it to be 

formed into new bottles. Other recycled plastics can be used to make detergent 

bottles, storm drains, paintbrushes, and even carpet fibers. Another end-of-life 

option is to reuse containers to hold things such as coins, or cooking supplies like 

flour and sugar. Reusing containers reduces the need for new plastic materials.  
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Pieces of plastic found in the middle of 

the Pacific Ocean gyre.  

Plastic pellets can be any color.  



 


